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Abstract– A key component of data security in cloud computing systems is encryption. Encryption might not be enough, 

though, to shield sensitive data from hostile intrusions. One such attack is the keyword guessing attack, in which an 

attacker uses a variety of techniques to attempt to decipher a term from the encrypted data. In this research, we suggest a 

system for encryption against a cloud computing keyword guessing attack. To achieve improved data security, the 

framework combines encryption methods with a safe keyword retrieval system. The framework that is being developed 

takes into account the difficulties that come with storing and retrieving encrypted data in cloud environments. Our test 

findings demonstrate that the suggested framework successfully thwarts keyword guessing attacks while preserving the 

data's confidentiality and integrity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Through the provision of on-demand access to computing resources, storage, and software applications, cloud computing 

has completely changed how businesses function. The risk of data breaches has increased as a result of the migration of 

data to the cloud, especially when it comes to sensitive data. A popular method for protecting data in cloud computing 

environments is encryption. A keyword guessing attack, in which an attacker tries to deduce a keyword from encrypted 

data, may not be entirely preventable by encryption alone. 

Attackers frequently attempt keyword guessing attacks in which they attempt to decode the content of encrypted data 

using a variety of methods. These attacks can be especially successful when used against password rules or weak 

encryption methods. The creation of an encryption framework that can withstand keyword guessing assaults while 
preserving the data's confidentiality and integrity is essential. 

In this research, we suggest a system for encryption against a cloud computing keyword guessing attack. To achieve 

improved data security, the framework combines encryption methods with a safe keyword retrieval system. Our method 

also tackles issues like the necessity for effective search and retrieval procedures that are related to storing and retrieving 

encrypted data in cloud environments. Experiments are used to test the proposed framework and show how well it 

defends against keyword guessing attacks. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [1] For a secure keyword search system on the cloud, a framework for encryption was proposed that includes 

homomorphic encryption and bloom filters. The suggested framework makes use of a key management system that 

permits authorized users to look up encrypted keywords without endangering the security of the material. According to 
the experimental findings, the suggested architecture offers effective keyword search while preserving data privacy. 

In [2] A searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) technique-based keyword search system. The suggested method 

secures access to the cloud-stored data and supports keyword searches by using an encrypted index structure. The results 

of the experiments demonstrate that the suggested method may successfully fend against keyword guessing assaults and 

offer effective search and recovery of encrypted data. 

In [3] Secure keyword search in the cloud is now possible thanks to a new encryption architecture that combines 

attribute-based encryption (ABE) and search over encrypted data (SEED). The suggested framework uses SEED to speed 

up the search for and retrieval of the encrypted data, and ABE to encrypt the data. The results of the experiments 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework in defending against keyword guessing attacks and in providing 
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effective search and retrieval of the encrypted material. 

In [4] It enable secure keyword search in the cloud, a hybrid encryption framework that combines homomorphic 

encryption with attribute-based encryption has been put forth. The suggested framework can successfully fend off 

keyword guessing attacks and offer effective search and retrieval of the encrypted data. 

In [5] Suggested a framework for encryption that combines symmetric encryption and bloom filters to offer cloud-
based keyword search that is secure and effective. The suggested framework can successfully fend off keyword guessing 

attacks and enable quick searches and retrievals of the encrypted data. 

In [6] Order to allow secure keyword search in the cloud, a new encryption framework that combines searchable 

symmetric encryption with homomorphic encryption has been put forth. The suggested structure offers effective search 

and retrieval of the encrypted data, and it can effectively fend off keyword guessing assaults. 

In [7] A framework for attribute-based encryption and search over encrypted data that enables secure cloud keyword 

searching. The suggested structure offers effective search and retrieval of the encrypted data, and it can effectively fend 

off keyword guessing assaults. 

In[8] A system for secure keyword search in the cloud that combines attribute-based encryption and bloom filters. 

The suggested structure offers effective search and retrieval of the encrypted data, and it can effectively fend off keyword 

guessing assaults. 

In[9] A framework for encryption that uses differential privacy and homomorphic encryption to allow secure and 
private cloud keyword search. The suggested structure offers effective search and retrieval of the encrypted data, and it 

can effectively fend off keyword guessing assaults. 

In[10] a cloud-based encryption system that combines fuzzy keyword search with attribute-based encryption, bloom 

filters, and other security measures. The suggested structure offers effective search and retrieval of the encrypted data, 

and it can effectively fend off keyword guessing assaults in Fig 1.  

 

 
 

Fig 1. Expected Output 

 

III. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSION 

The survey results highlight the value of a strong encryption system as a defence against insider keyword guessing 

assaults in their conclusion. Implementing encryption measures that safeguard sensitive data from unauthorised access is 

essential given the growing risk of insider assaults on organisations. The study found that a strong encryption architecture 

can protect sensitive data and considerably lower the danger of insider keyword guessing attacks. In addition, the survey 

identified a number of crucial elements that enhance an encryption framework's efficiency, such as the application of 

powerful encryption algorithms, sound key management, routine upgrades to encryption protocols, and continual 

observation and auditing of encryption procedures. Additionally, minimising this threat depends on raising user 

understanding of the value of encryption and the dangers of insider assaults. 
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